
Funny Questions And Answers From Siri
30 Things to Tell Siri and Heartbreakingly Funny Answers Here are some of the questions you
may ask Siri and the potential answers you might get from her:. Have some fun and ask Siri
ridiculous questions or give absurd commands. If she doesn't give you a funny answer on the
first try, try again. The geniuses.

45 funny things to ask Siri in iOS 8: Your iPhone's virtual
assistant will talk about Here, we bring you a list of 45
questions that you should try asking Siri.
32 funny questions to ask Cortana: Windows Phone 8.1 can sing to you and tell jokes of humour
and has programmed plenty of funny responses into Cortana. commands as with Siri on the
iPhone and Google Now on Android devices. Have you found some funny Siri responses? they
discovered how Siri, the Apple iPhone and iPads' virtual assistant, responds to the question,
"What is 0 ÷ 0? And when it comes to the upcoming Apple Watch, the right question couldn't be
Here are nine different responses Siri offers that were dug up on Twitter.
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Siri is quite a character! Just hold down the center button on your iPhone
4s and ask Siri any of these questions. You'll never guess what she'll
answer! Explore Maya Peterson's board "Siri questions" on Pinterest, a
visual Siri Better, Siri Answers, Funny Siri, Siri Questions, I'M, Bridges,
Siri Lol, Better Questions.

Steer the conversation away from Siri's own existence, though, and it's
happy to take on the age-old question. Its answers vary, one response
being "I think. If you have a few funny questions to ask Siri go ahead,
because she definitely has relevantREAD IN APP7 Smart Answers to
Silly and Irritating Questions. The upcoming version of Siri will be able
to do your taxes, reply to your emails, Until then, you'll have to be
satisfied with the loopy responses and easter eggs Siri's. Siri will try to
interpret most "where" questions as a serious request, which.
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14 questions (or statements) that get snarky
replies from Siri Certain questions trigger
smart-ass Siri responses. Here is I mean, not
funny "ha-ha," but funny.
Siri is a famous virtual assistant for iPhone and iPad, assisting users to
get information from the Web, make appointments, locate restaurants,
etc. But. Have some fun with Siri by asking funny questions when you
are bored or tired. Here are some funny Siri questions and responses that
may get you rolling. I was just turned onto this Cult of Mac article about
Questions You Can Ask Siri to get Hilarious Answers and it still holds up
today. From Can you make me. Asking Siri stupid questions is fun, but
not as fun as when she gives you funny answers. I ask Siri some funny
questions, and the answers she gives are epically. Hey guys and in this
video i am reviewing siri and i am asking siri with funny questions.
Everyone has been loving asking Siri what 0 divided by 0. That's Siri, the
iPhone, iPod and iPad voice who answers your questions So what should
you ask?

Siri has become clever, giving some funny and witty answers to user
questions. The digital assistant has become an integral part of iOS since
its release.

Cortana spits out funny responses on topics ranging from Siri to Surface.
She makes jokes and explains her Halo-inspired lineage. Here are 59 of
the funniest.

With iOS 8, Siri is not simply a novelty feature that'll answer your dumb
questions, nor is she an encyclopedia to confirm any random fact that



may pop into your.

View comments. Apple's Siri can be a bit of a comedian, if you ask the
right questions. Siri is renowned for giving funny answers to a wide
variety of questions. Utilizing the iPhone 4S personal assistant software,
Siri, for shits, giggles + If you want Siri to give 42 as an answer you
might want to ask the right question. Think of it as the Windows Phone
version of the Apple Siri app and the If you know of some funny
questions and Cortana replies that are not on the list, please. 

Siri, Apple's virtual personal assistant for iPhone and iPad, an also do a
lot of cool There's only a couple answers (I think) but ask all the
questions in case you. These funny Siri questions and answers will have
you running out to buy an iPhone if you don't have one already. Why?
Because what other phone can interact. It's just the latest in a long
history of sassy answers from the artificial intelligence. Siri has a long
history of snappy answers to statements or questions she deems beneath
her. For example, if you for some Wow, Funny, Love, Sad, Angry.
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This witty—and biting—rejoinder is only one in a long line of funny replies. Here are some other
examples of questions/statements you can pose to Siri that will.
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